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PREFACE.

WHEN
40 years ago as 18 year old

student while studying the theory of

Harmony I discovered the fact that the inter-

val "c d" in C, D, F and A major is not

'/, but l

/9, I little realized that by making
said discovery I had literally found the key
to Modern Acoustics. I contented my-
self, then, by reporting my discovery to

"Tidsskrift for Physik og Chemi" ("Maga-
zine for Physics and Chemistry") Copen-

hagen 1882, No. 11, page 289302, and

did not follow up my victory. It was not

till many years after in April 1918

that I once more took up the subject in

order to work it out in detail. After having
worked at it for three years I am now able

to give my results to the public in the

shape of the present treatise.r
The principal result is indicated by the

following "5 fundamental Laws of Acous-

tics":

Law 1. "The 10 principal intervals are

constructed by dividing of the differences
between the vibration number of the

.Tonica (c) and the corresponding numbers
of the Octave, the Fourths and the minor
Thirds with 2, 3, 4 or 5",

in the following manner (see article VI)
in the tonal circle:

By dividing
of
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Law 2. "Among these 10 normal tones

we recognise c, g, e and b as the overtones

No. 1, 3, 5 and 15, c, f, ab and db as

the imaginable undertones No. 1, 3, 5 and

15, respectively the C and Db major Triads

or the e and f minor Triads".

The C string is divided by 3, 5 and

15, or multiplied by 3, 5 and 15. C is

called both over- and under-tone No. 1.

Law 3. "In scales composed by prin-

cipal tones all the Thirds and Fifths are

pure within the octave, that is to say:

we can construct all scales on c by 2 chords

of the Seventh from c and c' towards the

centre".

The Greek Lydian C major:
>

c e g b

-r'h

*'k

Law 4. "In the same double scale the

intervals in the 2 tetrachords (Fourths)

pair off fifth-proportionally (f)".

db and ab

d - a

e b

other examples
d-f and a+

eb-r- and bb-r-
7
/e and TA

24 + 12 = 36

40 + 20 = 60

90 + 45= 135

66V. 4- 33Vi = 100'

60 + 30 = 90

All the normal and Comma-
off as complementary inter-

Law 5.

tones pair

vals".

db = '/. and b =/ = /,.. 2

d = 10
/ and bb=/i = '/io- 2

e = */4 and ab = '/
=

*/ 2.

Example:

d-f a c'

The Greek Doric c minor

c eb - g bb

db f ab c'

Low tetrachord in

Lydian C major



PREFACE ARTICLE I

The laws 1 and 4 are illustrated in following figure "the tonal circle'

This treatise appeared for the first time Translations in German and French have

in the Danish periodical: "Music", Copen- been carried summarily out and will he

hagen (edited by Godtfred Skjerne), 1920-21. published later on.

Various additions have been made for

the present edition.

Copenhagen, January 1922.

Thorvald Kornenip.

INTRODUCTION.

Article 1. Limitations and Terminology
of Musical Acoustics.

"

IVt
us *cal Acoustics

"
are dealing with the

1V1 problem of the Structure of the

System of Tones itself, thus forming
the connecting link between Physics and
Physiologies etc. on one side

1

) and the
Science of Harmony on the other side.

11

The present treatise does with some

single exception only avail itself of 4 spe-
cifications of intervals, namely

1) as ordinary fraction: the Fifth: Vt, the

Fourth: 4
/ ,the major Second: 10

/t, a.s.f., and

2) as millioctaves, or the thousandths of

an octave: the Fifth: 585, the Fourth: 415,

the major Second: 152, a.s.f.

12



ARTICLE I

The difference is easily proved in that

a Fifth and a Fourth when added together
make: 1) The product: / X V = 2,

namely the octave: c g and g c; or

2) the amount 585 -j- 415 = 1000, also
the octave. Millioctaves are calculated out

by means of logarithms, being congruent
with "The Mantissae of Logarithms on
basis II", namely as follows:

"The normal-tone ctt is 25 : 24", i.e. the

interval "c cfl" is 25 : 24; the difference

between the logarithm of these figures is

(5 decimal places needed) : 1,39794 H- 1,38021
= 0,01773; to be divided by logarithm of

2 (the octave) = 0,30103. In case anyone
desire to carry out said division by means
of logarithms the calculation will look like

the following: 0,24871 -J- 2-r- (0,47861 -5- 1)

'==0,770104-2, which answers to the ciffre

0,059 or: 59 thousandths of the oc-

tave. In the same manner the normal-

tone db 16 : 15 or 93m, which means: 34m
larger than cfl.

"Tone-Logarithms" were made use of

in the year 1729 by the Swiss mathematician-

L.Euler (1707-83), and later M. W. Drobisch

(1802-96); they ought to be known by every-
one with interest in musical matters as the

"minor tabel" of Music. They are indicated

in the present treatise by the letter "m".

(The Englishman A. J. Ellis (1814-90) has

made use of 1200 parts, "1200 cents", in-

stead of 1000 parts; f.i: cS 58,89m. XL2

= 70,67 cents, about 71 cents. -- I prefer

decidedly 1000 parts, the millioctaves).

3) The ordinary fraction can be replaced

by "degrees of arc", untill 360, as diffe-

rence between the vibration numbers in

about l
5
/ia second, f.i. (see art. VI):



PART I. The INTERVALS.

Article II: The one-sided Pythagorean

System: "The Perfect Fifth",

based on abstract speculation.

The
first to consider the possibility of

expressing in figures the mutual rela-

tion of tones in the musical system was
without doubt the Greek Philosopher Py-
thagoras (born about 580 b. C. on the is-

land of Samos 8
). His system is called

"The Perfect Fifth" because he creates

tones by adding the Fifth to itself as

many times as desired. By tracing the

tones thus constructed back through so

many octaves that at last the starting-point

(octave) is reached the construction of his

tones may be described as follows:

1) 7nth tone alter c is ctf
=

31 y 2187
( /) : 2 ==

' 4
= ~" ~ or

2048

or 7 X 585 ~- 4 X 1000 = 95 m.

2) 14th tone after c is c## =
3U 3U 4782969

C i)
14

: 2" = =
2i+t

=
2
=

41943QT
or 189 m

or 14 X 584,,^8 X 1000= 189m.

3) 19th tone after c is bgg =
//m 3" 3" 1162261467-

2t.+n 2" 1073741824
or !

or 19X 5S4,M1 X 1000=114m.

4) 8th tone counting back from c is fb

2^-}.s 2 11 8192
(*/)* X 26 =

-^5-
= -55- = R^I or 320 m,O > O*/O I

or 5 X 1000 -7- 8 X 585 = 320 m.

5) 15th tone counting back from c is fbb =

p, v* x y _ ?^t! _ 2^ 16777216

3" 3 1
=

14348907

or 9X 1000-:- 15 X 584,* = 226 m.

Or226m -

All unbiassed readers will be able to

grasp, by '^spontaneous intuition", that a

tonical system which has tones (intervals)
indicated by a fraction as "c bW, -

where enumerator and denominator consist
m

of lOciphered figures, or of Sciphered figu-

res as in the case of "c fbb", must be

wrong; nor is it difficult to point to the

exact spot where his mistake comes in.

Pythagoras' "Fifth-system" was based on

imagination only, on abstract specula-
tion. He believes it possible to construct

a musical system solely on The Fifths,

just as he believed that "The planets

by their rotation are creating tones same
tones being harmoniously connected with

each other" ...... "The Harmony of tin-

Spheres has tempted many Greek astrono-

mers to speculations which are quite in

the clouds" . . . .*). But as to that we may
say with truth that the whole "Pythago-
rean Fifth-system" of tones is likewise

poised in mid-air held up solely by the

wings of imaginaton!
The present-day Science, however, is not

content by building on imagination it

demands experience as basis; expe-
rience from nature itself, in this present
instance from natural tones, differential

tones etc. of which subject more will be

said in article V. of the .present treatise. I

shall only permit myself, thus far, to men-
tion three traits all three equally characte-

ristic of the "Pythagorean Fifth-system"
as compared with the "Pure Third-system";

1) Pythagoras' c c#, 95m, is 36m larger
than the normal cfl= 59m; his "double-

sharp", c ctffl, 189m i.e. 71m larger
than the normal c#8=ll8m, just as vice

versa his "flat", so that his ct>= 905m, is

16 16



ARTICLE II

36m smaller than the normal cb = 941m;
his ebb = 811 in i.e. 71m smaller than the

normal ebb= 882m (see annexure II), the

result hereof being, amongst other things,
that his ctf 95m becomes 20m larger
than his db = 75m, while the normal ctf=
59m is 34m smaller than the normal db
= 93m. Thus his whole system must be-

come lopsided in proportion to the

"Third-system" as the "Leaning Tower
of Pisa" when compared to the plump-
line!

Consequently the interval "ebb c#8" of

the "Pythagorean Fifth-system" must be

1189 ^-811= 378m, thus becoming 2 X 71
= 142m larger than the corresponding
interval in the "Third system", which is:

1118-^-882 = 236. Or, to take another in-

stance: As the Pythagorean b is 925m
that means: 18m (called "a comma"
17,92m = 21,51 cents) larger than the nor-

mal one = 907m this must needs result in

the Pythagorean bbb = 114 being 18 + 71
= 89m higher than the normal btftf=
25m, in other words: a very discordant

tone.

Fig. col. 63 shows the distances in a

small whole tone, c d.

2) Pythagoras being, however, endowed
with mathematical talent sufficient to en-

able him to carry through his errors with
the necessary consistency the result is that

we find his scales being relatively sym
metric f.i. his scale on c, our major, the

primitive major:



ARTICLE II III

a) In the days of antiquity and during
mediaeval times the notes of C Major was
used almost exclusively, thereby making
the errors ol the "Pythagorean Fifth-system"
less evident.

b) The human ear possesses a truly

surprising faculty for adapting itself to dis-

cordant tones believing them to be pure
and in tune one proof amongst many of

the unending adaptability of mankind 5
).

But at the present day the demand for

pure tones has grown much more insistent

hence the disinclination to submit to the

discordant tones of the old "Pythagorean
Fifth-system"!

Article III. Opposition to "The Pytha-
gorean Fifth-system": The
Founders of "The Third-

System".

"We see through what wildernesses (Py-
thagoreas' abstract theories) the human
thought has had to work its way out be-

fore the real true science of astronomy
could see daylight; though it is at the

same time a fact that already the Greeks
of the classic era proved that they were
endowed with power of mind sufficient to

emancipate themselves from theories old

and defunct, thus working their way to-

wards a true understanding of the pheno-
menons of the Firmament". Exactly the

same words might be made use of in re-

gard to the manner in which the Greeks
found their way out of the wilderness
known as the "Pythagorean Perfect Fifth".

I should like to specially mention the
names of the following 5 Greek philo-

sophers and mathematicians, all belong-
ing to "The School of Harmonists" 6

):

1) Archytas of Taranto, politician and
mathematician (about 430 365 b. C.). There
is every evidence to make it seem that he
would have been the one to introduce the

major Third = 5
/* or 322 m (about the vear

408 b. C.).

2) Aristoxenos of Taranto, philosopher
and mathematician (pupil of Aristoteles).
He originated the plan of the i-cjiial tem-

perament of 12 degrees (about 350 f). C.);
no practical use, however, being made of
his system till a few thousand -years later

on in history,

3) Erastothenes of Gyrene, an Alexan-
drian (about 275 195 b. C.), introduced
the "minor Third" = % or 263 m (about
the year 200 b. C.).

4) Chalcenteros Didymos (pupil of Ari-

starchos from Samotrace), Alexandrian;

grammarian (born about 63 b. C.); was
called "The Indefatigable"; introduced the

"major Second" = '% or 152m.
5) Claudius Ptolemaeus (maior) from

Alexandria; invented (year 140 a. C. or

thereabout) the tetrachord now used in the

melodic minor mode descendant (as "high
tetrachord") wherewhith he had reached
the goal of being able to place the tetra-

chord with only normal intervals:

Distances of:



ARTICLE lit

forgotten for a very long time until it gra-

dually revived. Amongst the men to

whom the honour of this revival of system
is due we ought not to forget to mention
the English Benedictine monk Walter

Odington (ob. after 1330 a. C.) whose con-

nection with this matter was not known
till a much later period. He is attempting
to revive the Third-system once more (about
the years 1275 1300 according to papers
found in 1864 at Christ College, Cambridge).
The same attempt is made later on,

1480, by the Spanish theorist Bartholomeo
Ramis de Pareja (about 1440, ob. 1491),
and 1529 the Italian Ludovico Fogliani

(ob. about 1539); then 1558 by the musi-

cal-theorist of the High-Renaissance Gio-

sepho Zarlino of Venice (1517 1590), and
1722 by the French musical theorist Jean
Philippe Rameau (16831764). During
these periods, step by step, the Thirds
are getting recognised as co-equals with
the Fifths as consonances, and the major
and minor scales recognised as being of

equal rank.

In the year 1853 the German composer
Moritz Hauptmann (17921868) brings
out the "Aggroupment System", based on
both the Fifth and the Third. The Py-
thagorean tones are now arranged in

Fifth-succession in a maze of squares, in

one horizontal plan-line and places e (the

Third) immediately opposite of c," after

various oscillations jn terminology
7
):



ARTICLE III

fr2

474



ARTICLE III IV

db

93 ab bb

2) I reject the Pythagorean intervals as

starting-point and shall call:

The Middle Zone in annex u re I: the

normal intervals; this again being flanked

by (compare art. VII):

a) The zone to the right: comma-
intervals with -j-, i.e. intervals which are

one comma = 18m higher than the normal

intervals, f.i. d+=170m, f+ = = 433 m,

ab4- = 696m, a.s. f.

b) The /one to the left: comma-
intervals with -i-, intervals which are one
comma lower than the normal intervals,

f.i. bb-f- = 830m, the complement interval

to d-h g4- = 567* e-J- = 304m, a.s.f.

Be it noted that annexure I. is cut off

c+ and c-j-, seeing that we shall rarely
have any occasion to use comma-intervals
outside these; f.i. rarely for: e-Kg-f-b-(-,
or: d-:-, f-j-, a-i-, o.s.f.

The signature -f~ and -r- are to be put

immediately after the letters, seeing that in

this present instance we have nothing to do
with powers in arithmetic, but with: -f-

and -H 18m, f.i. d-f = = 152 -f- 18 = 170 m,
bb-r-=848-f-18= 830m, d+ stands thus
for "d-f 18m".
The above represents the Basis of Mo-

dern musical Acoustics (the correctness of

which statement the following articles are

endeavouring to prove). The- opposition
to the Pythagorean Fifth-system has now
brought its struggle to a final close; "per
errores ad veritatem", "Truth is reached

through errors".

Article IV. The Natural Tones as Fun-
damental to "The pure
Third-system".

The mistake hitherto commitled with re-

gard to the use made of the "harmonic
over- and under-tones" is that an insuffi-

cient number has been made use of in

all attempts of building up new systems or

improving upon old existing ones. If we
just set or mind on a larger number of

these over- and undertones we shall at

once find it much- easier to obtain a gene-
ral view of their special nature and func-

tion i.e. the structure of the whole
Musical system, as given to us by the

hands of nature itself not by Pythagoras'
abstract imaginations.
The C sounding from the C string of a

cello is called "Natural tone No. 1"; the

flageolet-tone which is obtained by dividing
the C string in two parts of equal longitude,
both vibrating, is called "Natural tone

No. 2" (or "Over-lone No. 2"); the flageolet
tone called forth by dividing the same

string into three equal parts is called

"Over-tone No. 3", a.s.f. And vice versa:

In doubling the length o( the C string we
shall obtain as a result "Under-tone No. 2",

if tripled: "I'nder-tone No. 3". a. s. f.

C is thus both Over- and Under-tone
No. 1. This way of numerating is made
use of, for practical reasons.

Now if we were to construct more over-

tones of which only some very few are

audible we sh;ill at once discover that

these tones may be used for composing
various series of triads, as well in the

major- as in the minor-mode; as, f.i. the

following where the figure proceeding each
letter indicates the number of over- and
under-tones in question:

Series



ARTICLE IV

and vice versa:

Series



ARTICLE IV

As there are three primary colours i. e.

red, green and "bluish-purple" (indigo) in

accordance with the solar spectrum (red,

green and "purple" in accordance with the

dim spectre from artificial sources of light)

from which all colours are constructed ,

as "mixed" colours,

- The Trichromatic Colour System
-

so there are Three .Primitive Intervals

from which all other normal intervals are'

constructed as "mixed tones", correspon-

ding to the three figures (the first prime
numbers of the numerical series:

1=2= Prime or Octave,
3 = Fifth (major -f- minor Third),
5 = Major Third (Fifth -f- minor Third).

If therefore we consider Third, Fifth and
Octave to be the three primitive-intervals
we have thereby stated and explained the

fundamental structure of the pure system,
even as it will be seen that the diffe-

rence between the major and minor triads,

consists only in the major and minor Thirds

following each other in varying succes-
sion.

In adding a Third to the triad we ob-

tain a prolongation of the same, viz: the

Chord of the Seventh (also called the sub-

semitone chord), of which there will be

8 different kinds (see article V) which we
make use of for the construction of the

scales.

Colour-blind people are able to perceive
but one or two primary colours; the

"interval deafness" of the Pythagoreans
rendered them able to hear only two pri-
mitive intervals: the Octave and the Fifth

as tone producing; by division or multi-

plication of the C string of a cello only
by 3 or multiples only of 3, f. i. 3, 9,

27, 81, 243, 729, a.s.f., we have only
Pythagorean tones, the exclusive (false)

Fifth-succession.

All over- and under-tones produced by
multiplication or division by figures other
than 2, 3 and 5, or multiple of these, i. e.

from all prime numbers other than 2, 3

and 5 (or multiple of all prime numbers
other than 2, 3 and 5) f. i. 7, 14, 21, 28,
35 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, a. s. f. we call

extra tones, because they are outside the

frame of the pure Third. But of course
even these tones can produce the triads ,

f. i. the 7nth over-tone which together with
the 21st and 35th over-tone form a genuine
triad with the following capacities in inilli

octaves:

Prime. Third.

7nth 35th

807 1129

pure intervals 322

Fifth.

21st

1392 m
- ---*

263 = 585 m.

But this, of course, is only a tautology.
The German musical theorist J. P. Kirn-

berger (172183) has named the 7nth
over-tone "i" (the letter after "h" in

the alphabet)
9
), which nomenclature is

much to be preferred to "the natural Se-

venth" considering thut the extra-tone "i"

has nothing to do with the Sevenths of the

"Third-system"; millioctaves:

"i"

807



ARTICLE IV

When the French musical theorist Jean

Philippe Ramejju (16831764) constructed

the minor triad, 'Taccord parfait mineur",
of the 3 tones which has c as common
over-tone 10

), this was an unnecessary
detour seeing that "f ab c" as stated

above, are to be found direct as 3rd, 5th

and 1st under-tone corresponding to 5th,

3rd and 15th over-tone "e g b".

And when somebody holds that minor
triads may be constructed only from under-

tones then this is an error for as stated

above the difference between over- and
under-tones is not dualism between the

major and minor modes but between the

tones of the Fifth- and the Fourth-circles

in other words: between 5 and b.

I trust that in the foregoing I have been
able to make clear my solution of the

problem of "Over- and Under-tones'' ac-

cording to the common law of nature.
In the flora and fauna the figures 1, 2, 3

and 5 are ruling according to the law of

precedence that 1, 2 and 3 (as well as

multiple of these figures with each other)
are ruling on a lower stage of develop-
ment; f. i. in the flowers of monocotyle-
donous plants and with /oophytes; while 5

(and multiple as 10, 15, a.s. f.) indicate a

higher phase of development, --in the

flowers of bicotyledonous plants and with
eehimoderms (starfish, crinoideans, arcti-

niae), while other prime numbers indicate

teratologies. The flower of the horse-chest-

nut is thus a dicotyledon in which one

petal and 3 stamen are missing, hence the

numbers 4 and 7; but the seats of the

missing parts can be- pointed out by means
of the symmetrical line in the diagram of
the flower. Likewise in the world of tones:

The tone "i", i.e. V? of the string, is

outside the Normal, just like the flower of

the horse-chestnut tree. Even in chrystals,
sonorous figures, acoustic curves, etc. cer-

tain proportionate numbers are considered
the Normal 11

).

If the Hindus in the days of antiquity
would have made use of 22 tones in the

octave, which tones could be constructed

by dividing the half C string in 22 equal
parts, (according to Hugo Riemann), the

result hereof would have been many small

and a few large intervals,
- "c f" pure,

the other false, in 4 groups being about

equal to 4 temperaments (see art. VIII)
with respectively 12,' 19, 24 and 31 tones

in the octave, as follows:

Millioct.



PART II. The SCALES.

Article V. Construction of Scales with

"C" as Tonica (Keynote).

The
ordinary way of constructing scales

is: to "start" adlibitive with C major
and "fill out intervals" adlibitive in same

as "it seems to fit in best" 12
). This is

wrong. In opposition to this we shall, in

the present treatise, not take C major
as our starting point; because so far we
know nothing about that particular point.
All we know is that triads and the exten-

sion of same, i. e. the chords of the Se-

venth, is given to us straight from the

hands of nature with the natural tones,

with both minor and major Thirds in va-

rying succession. We will then begin with

finding out how many triads and Seventh
chords we shall be able to construct with
the aid of a dash and a point as indica-

ting the major- and minor Thirds; we dis-

cover almost at once that we -can construct

thus 4 triads and 8 chords of the Seventh,
as seen below, with indication of the sum
of millioctaves, in order to state the con-

secutive order, f.i.: 322+644=966 m ; and

322-(-644+966=1932 m:

Triads



ARTICLE V

The chords of the Seventh : O, K, R and
S are symmetrical, while G and W are

Pendants of each other, likewise D and U.

With this material many kinds of scales

may be constructed, "Modes of Scales" or
modi (from the Latin) namely: by adding
triads to the Tonica (keynote) C ascending,
and from the octave C' descending, as also

by inserting triads with the Third on the

dominant G or on the lower-dominant F;
or what comes to the same:
Law 3: "By adding chords of the Se

venth (= 3 Thirds) from C ascending
and from C' descending", i. e. Construc-

ting the Scales by chords of the Seventh
from the terminal points c and c' towards
the Centre. What kind of scales we ob-
tain in this way depends upon the chords
of the Seventh we are choosing, f. i. will

the primitive C major be formed like this

(see the preface):

The chord K from C: C e

d fR from C':

or in millioctaves:
322 585 907

152 415 737 1000

If we exchange the chords K and R the

primitive c minor will be formed like this:

The chord R from c:

K from c':

or in millioctavcs :

cb bb

db f ab

263 585 848

93 415 678 1000

Be it noted that both the above scales

obtain congruent tetrachords - -
just be-

cause the chords K and R are symme-
trical.

The last of these two scales is congruent
with the Doric e scale of the ancient

Greeks, with the Phrygian ecclessiastical

mode of Mediaeval times, c minor with 4b,

which by us is indicated with a "small" c

with an asterisk: "c* minor". This scale

forms the pendant of C major and may
be called: "Double reversed major".
These two modes we call **The 2 pri-

mitive modes"; they border the practical
svstem of scales on both sides (see
art. 3).
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But of course many other kinds of

major and minor modes may be construc-

ted; we are showing below some of these

which have either been made prac-
tical use of at some, time or other, or

which might be used in practical li
r
e, at

any time; we shall choose 5 scales of the

major mode and 6 minor modes and let

them have each a number ad libitum but

fixing the consecutive order of series by
the sum of millioctaves:



ARTICLE V

In case the tones are given in 2 chords

of the Seventh starting from c for the 7

Greek scales these chords will look thus

(in succession of major and minor Thirds):



ARTICLE V

As will he seen there are in these 11

modes stated the following 5 kinds of

tetrachords, with c as starting point in or-

der to assist comparison, also statement
as to the sum total of millioctavi-s:



ARTICLE V VI

In case these 4 modes are inserted in

annexure I. in such a way that the centre

of the squares indicate the tone we obtain

the following 4 geometrical figures, sym-
metrical in proportion to c :

-

With these figures we are able to con-

struct "reflections" and "pendants" (in two
different ways) with No.s 5 & 8, but only
reflection (in one way) with No.s 2 & 10;

however this is of no immediate interest

to us at this point. In the present treatise

the description "pendant" is used only in

the case of "Pendant-Figures of The Tele-

graphic Signs", f. i. "D" contra

"U" , not "K" contra "R".

As will be seen from the above illus-

tration it is not f minor but the Doric

c minor which forms the pendant of

C major
16

).

I have in the above made use of the

ancient Greek names as there seems to me
no reason for using the wrong names em-

ployed in The Ecclesiastical Modes, f. i.

by'Glarean (14881563) I thus entirely

agree with Helmholtz when he says:
"But I shall not use Glarean's names

without expressly mentioning that they
refer toan ecclesiastical mode. It would be

really better to forget them altogether"
17

).

Article VI. The 10 Principal Intervals.

The 1 1 modes mentioned in

article V. have that in common that they
altogether make use of only 10 normals
intervals which we call

4*The 10 Princi-

pal Intervals", which pair off as comple-
mentary intervals Law 5 , namely in

millioctaves, in "1200 just cents" with 2

decimales, according to Ellis' "Sensations
of Tone", 1912, p. 329, and in degrees
of arc:



ARTICLE VI

They correspond to the 10 principal co-

lours in the colour circle which is often

put up in a regular pentagon by the na-

tural philosophers in such manner that the

complementary colours are lying exactly

opposite each other 18
). Here we must not

forget to take into consideration, however,
that while the complementary colours fol-

low each other in the same numerical or-

der in Ihe solar spectrum, the complemen-
tary tones (intervals) on the other hand
are grouped symmetrically round a tone

lying midway between f9 and gb, on 500 m,
i. e. for instance arranged ad libitum, say
according to the influence of tones and
colours on the nervous system:

Restful colours = Major tones.

g



ARTICLE VI

the following figure in which an X indi-

cates the tono on 500 m:
The drawn lines combine the comple-

mentary normal intervals, and the

dotted lines running parallel with the

drawn ones are combining the complemen-
tary comma-intervals: db-j- with b-i-, a.s.f.

(compare art. VII).

In the physical textbooks we often see

the fractions of the intervals being re-

placed through multiplication by common
denominators by whole numbers which
of course are wrong when d is calculated

equal to
9
/8 in G mnjor or c minor; in

correcting the mistake to
10

9 we shall

obtain the following 4 common denomi-
nators foj the 4 double modes:



ARTICLE VI

1861, must be entirely rearranged if we
desire to impart to the deaf and dumb the

true apprehension of tones.

The mutual proportion between the sca-

les becomes still more evident if we choose

the common denominator which is the

same for all 4 scales i.e.: 2 8 X3 2 X5 1 =
8 9 5= 360, the exact number of de-

grees in a circle, thereby making it pos-
sible to state the difference between the

vibration numbers rby degrees of arc,

with c= 0, c'=360. We shall then ob-

tain the following figure in which X stands

for the tone midway between f and g
about 149:

/so-

The drawn lines combineTthe 10 prin-

cipal intervals which pair off as comple-
mentary (inversion-intervals).

I. Concerning the principal intervals it

will easily be seen by inserting them

together with their degrees of arc, in the

above circle that the order of prece-
dence of the intervals in the case of the

vibration-numbers' difference (degrees of

arc) must be as follows, Law 1 in the

preface :

1) Consonances of the 1st degree:
c forms the Octave \ quadran-
g dimidiates the Octave > gular
e quarters the Octave ) sides.

2) Consonances of the 2nd degree:
a and f trisects the Octave.

3) Consonances of the 3rd degree:
at>, eb and bb quinqueparts the Oc-
tave.
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4) Dissonances i.e. the name of the

3 other principal intervals: d, db and
b, which give us still smaller parts
of the Octave.

(We shall see below, in article IX, the

reason why the intervals are stated in the

above order of precedence, I mean : e
before a; bb before d,

- - in accordance
with the "spiral" of the consonances.)

II. The Fifth "g" dimitiates the Octave

(the circle) and the Fifth eb bb and fur-

ther the major Third f a; the lines

"eb bb" and "f a" are accordingly pa-
rallel, right-angled on the line "c g".
The Fourth "f" dimidiates the Sixth

c a and the Fifth db ab; the lines "c a"
and "db ab" are also parallel, right-angled
on a line from f to centre.

III. Be it noted that by tripartition of

the circle we obtain the major triad

"F a c", analogic with the fact that the

colours which tripart the colour circle in

three even parts are harmonic colours.

Further: the C major triad is construc-

ted by division of the circle by 2 and 4:

c=0, e=90 and g=180, the perfect har-

mony, Rameau's "1'accord parfait" from

1722; and:
the c minor triad is constructed by di-

vision of the circle by 2 and 5: c=0,
6^=72 and g=180, "1'accord parfait mi-

neur".

IV. The tones "f" and "g" border the

2 tetrachords on both sides; within these

the principal tones are constructed in the

following manner (see the preface):

'

db and eb in dividing by 5

24 36

d and a -

40 60

- 3

eb and bb -

72 108

e and b -

90 135

48



ARTICLE VI VII

Law 4 in the preface: these tones pair
off "fifth-proportionally": 24+ 12=36
90-|-45=135 , likewise the 2 tetrachords

themselves: 120+60=180, see following
table:

Name



ARTICLE VII

By constructing 14 major scales with

up to 7 tf or 7 b we shall obtain the fol-

lowing scales with up to 3 comma-inter-
vals each:

Number



ARTICLE VII

Diagram No. I. The Greek scales and f. i. the harmonic c minor.



ARTICLE VII

The number of comma-intervals is quite

independent of the number of 8 or b; it

depends entirely on the Tonica (keynote)
in consequence of the fact of the major
seconds on the tones of C major having
2 different quantities, f. i. the following in

symmetrical succession :

10
/ = 152 ra





ARTICLE VII

1) The differences in millroctaves between the tones in the 5 pentatonic
scales are:

My
No.



ARTICLE VII

2
/i6

In Nos. 2 and 4 the tetrachords are

fifth-pr*oportional, f. i. in the Ionic penta-
tonic scale: V */

= V and 2
/

3
/
=

in the
= v*.

If the classic lyre or Kithara possessed
5 strings in the following succession: g, a,

b, d, e, it follows that it must have given
scnle No. 1: The Lydian G major without

c and ftf, without any Fourth or Seventh,
like the East-African "Kissar" 21

).

Helmholtz was not able to solve the

pentatonic riddle for the reason that he
did not think of constructing scales by
means of 2 chords of the Seventh (equal
to 3 Thirds) in the directions opposite of

the Tonica (keynote).

By looking at annexure 1, another fact

we will discover is that "comma-intervals
with -(-" can be complementary only
with "comma-intervals with -j-" as f. i.

"f-(- and g-r-" or "e-f- and ab-j-", a .s. f.,

which fact is demonstrated graphically in

the circle in the cliche, art. V, where the

dotted lines connecting the complementary
comma-intervals run parallel with the

drawn lines connecting the complemen-
tary normal intervals.

If we were to construct say 15 Doric

minor scales in the manner above described

the result would be- that these scales, to-

gether with the corresponding 15 major
scales, would get 36 tones, of wrhich num-
ber 21 (or 60/o) are normal-intervals, 8
comma-intervals with + and 7 comma-
intervals with -r-; doubled or double b do
not occur, nor do we find any comma-
intervals on c, c-J- or c-i-, or comma-inter-
vals outside annexure 1.

By playing through these scales once, up
to the chord of the Seventh inch, we get

30X7=210 spaces, of which 161 (or
77 /o) should be filled with normal inter-

vals (which is thus "the Normal"), 49 (or
23 /o) with comma-intervals; these 49

spaces are distributed symmetrically
(with exception of the 49th) over the tones

of the white digitals of the piano (and the

deviations of these tones) when arranged
in Fifth succession, as below:

Also symmetrically in concurrence with
the degrees of the scales, thus:

e b f

4-f- 12-7- 8+

61
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ARTICLE VII

displaced (sliding) from red to purple
(violet) on the increase in lemperature of

the luminant (compare herewith the terms:

red-hot, white-hot), only the displacement
of the tones is very limited, as it rarely

goes beyond the 4 Pythagorean tones con-

gruent with the comma-intervals eb-i-,

bb-i-, d-f- and a-f- (see annexure 1).

A parallel may also be drawn between
the different, individual perception of

tones by different human beings (and by
singing birds)

84
), and between the Varying

sensitiveness by different human beings
(and by different photographic negatives)
to the shine, the radiance of colours 25

),

and there exists, as we know, an analogy
between the microscopic nervefibres of the

retina of the eye and the membra na basil-

laris in the cochlea of the human ear*6
).
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PART III. The MUSICAL PRACTICE?

Article VIII. The Natural Tonical System
and the Artificial Tempera-
ments.

In
case we are confining ourselves to play

only in the 2 primitive modes, in the

Lydian major mode and the Doric minor
mode, and with up to 7 $ or 7 b only,
we shall to these 30 scales (as stated in

art. VII) need only 36 tones in the oc-

tave i7
X and it will he possible to play

these scales with every tone absolutely and

mathematically pure and true, nay, heavenly
tones they will all be, "silver pure", limpid
and hi ight in their purity, such as the great
masters of the violin and cello endeavour
to produce on their instruments, or the

great singers with their voices. Thes 36
tones are

The tones of C major with fl and b, 21

normal tones- and 15 comma-tones altoge-
ther, as follows:

db+ d+
f+

nb+ +
fib-j- g gS-r-

bb-f- b .

If we desire to employ other i. e. more
modes as f. i. the melodic minor mode,
or if we play with more than 7 $ or 7b,

more than 36 tones will be needed. For
practical reasons, therefore, a tempera-
ture or, as it is termed in England and

by the Latin'^ nations : a temperament
(which term I'propose adopted for inter-

national use), has-been invented.

The most logical of the temperaments
have the following number of tones in the

octave :

5X2 4-2X1 = 12, Aristoxenos, about 350 b. C.

5X3 +2X2 = 19, Elsasz in Vienna, about

1590").

24. Arabian system?*
9
).

31, Vicentino. about 1546").

5X4 +2X2
5X5 +2X3
(2X6
(3X
(2X8

/2X6)
13 X7/
J2X81
\3X9J

2X4= 41, Paul v. Janko, 18821901.

+ 2 X 5 = 53, Nicholas Mercator,c.l675').

I do not propose to take the Arabian

system into consideration in this present
treatise; the 3 temperaments of 12, 19 and
31 degrees may he characterized as follows

below, the tones being indicated by their

numbers, with c = 0, c' = 12, 19 and 31

respectively:

12 degrees:



ARTICLE VIII

and 53, and multiplying with the No. of

the tone itself, with c being reckoned equal
to 0, c'=12, 19, 31, 41 or 53. On the

other hand tl e value of the intervals as

fractions must be calculated out by loga-

rithms; and as the tone d is No. 2, 3 and
5 in the 3 systems d will obtain the frac-

M/T
tional value of resp. 1/2 , (12th root of 2

to the second power), 1/2 , 1/2 , 1/2

and I/ 2 The logarithms will then be,

respectively:

0.30103 X 2 : 12 - 0.050 172 1.1225 or 167 m
0.30103X3:19 = 0.047 531... ..1.1157 158 -

0.30103X5:31=0.048 553 1.1183 161 -

0.30103 X 6 : 41 = 0.044 053 1.1068 146 -

0.30103X8:53 = 0.045 439... ..1.1103 151 -

The acuteness, fineness, of the intona-

tion may be demonstrated in various ways.
In annexure II. we will find a statement
as lo the number of millioctaves by which
deviates the 3 first temperaments from the

normal intervals, in regard to 35 normal
intervals alone:

Pytliagor. system 609+

Temp. 12 degrees 416+
19 190+
31 106+
41 106+
53 63+

965+
659+
126+
161+
101 +
41 +

1574 m
1075 -

316 -

267 -

207 *

104

The temperament of 19 degrees is thus -

in regard to the normal intervals alone -

3 and a half times more refined than the

temperament of 12 degrees, and the temp-
erament of 31 degrees 4 times more refined

than the one of 12 degrees. The difference

between the temperaments of 19 and 31

degrees is, howi-ver, so small, than it would
not be worth while to make use of the 31

degrees' system. Practically speaking our
choice must be between the 12 degrees and
the 19 degrees systems only. The tempera-
ments of 3 1

, 41 or 53 degrees can not be
used on the violin, are consequently only
of theoretical interest.

Hut it is not sufficient for our purpose
to give all our attention to the normal in-

teivals alone. The comma-intervals, as we
know, have their demand for consideration

as well, their place in the musical system,
as f. i. d-f in Kb, G and Bb major, and
so on; thus it natunilly suggests itself that

we should endeavour to find out about
intermediate tones, average tones be-

tween d and d-j-, and between eb and eb+,
a. s. f., this has been done in the diagram
below which is showing clearly the prac-
tical-ideal character of the system of 19

degrees :

<*. o "~-

C ~ V



ARTICLE VIII

(continued.)

10



ARTICLE VIII

in



ARTICLE VIII IX

the comma tones in the extension of the

axis) are congruent with the corresponding
tones in the temperament of 19 degrees.

But the temperamental distance is still

smaller when taking into regard the man-
ner in which the normal tones and comma-
tones are distributing themselves over the

210 spaces in the 30 scales mentioned
in art. VII, f. i. : 8 d and 6 d-f- namely
8X152 + 6X170 is 2236, which, when
divided by 14 make 159, while the d of

the 19 degrees temperament is 158 .in,
-

congruent, in other words. The tempera-
ment of 19 degrees is a practical demon-
si ration of The ideal! For instance: the

falsity of 36 tones used in 15 Phrygian
scales may be stated with 20 differences

in the following manner:

Pythagor. system 614 m
Temp. 12 degrees 417 -

19 80 - !:

31 114 I
-

Thus the temperament of 19 degrees is

the consequence of the Third system,
the practical ideal, because it comes
nearest to the truth (just as the average
solar day-and-night comes nearest to the

trulh in regard to the astronomically true

solar day-and-night), and can be used on
the violin and the violoncello. The table

page 63 shows the distances in a small

whole tone, c d; the annexures III and
IV show the falsity of various scales in

the Pythagorean system and 4 tempera-
ments. Relating to the 22 tones of the

Hindus, see art. IV.

To the mathematicians it is, of course, a

matter ofindifference whichever temperament
is chosen, as long as it is an equal one;
to the musicians it is a matter of delibe-

rating: do we want to give preference to

the clearest intonation possible or do we
put the main stress on the difficulty of

playing 19 tones to the octave on the vio-

lin? Even should we by taking a plebi-
scite vote from all lovers and students of

music find that the majority vote be cast

in favour of the temperament of 12 degrees,
yet none of us can prevent the great ma-
sters, the virtuosii, from using a finer in-

tonation. One thing is certain: the schools

and colleges of Music ought to demon-
strate the temperament of 19 degrees seeing
that it tenches the pupils to distinguish
between the various degrees of perfection
as regards intonation.

Teachers of the theories of harmony
would also do well in employing milli-

octaves in place of numbers on tones in

the various temperaments, among which
the temp, of 19 degrees is the supposition
of theories of harmony, which distinguishes
between d# and eb, indicated in 19 num-
bers, f. i.:

cdJJg ='0+4+11 = 15 t

c eb g =0+5+11 = 16 t

c-e -g = 0+6+ll = 17 t

c-efl-g= 0+7+11 = 18 t

c-f g = 0+8+11 = 19 t

"l" = 52,63 m. see art. X.

Article IX. Mutual Relationship of the

Intervals: Combinational
Tones.

a) A mechanic sort of relationship be-

tween the intervals has been demonstrated

geometrically in the figure below which
has been constructed by means of using
the central points of the squares in an-
nexure I as indication of the normal inter-

vals.

73 74



ARTICLE IX

The 3 pure intervals, Prime, Fourth

and Fifth, are to be found on the hori-

zontal line through c; on the line imme-

diately above are to be found the 4 hirge
intervals, Second, Third, Sixth jtud Seventh;
and on the line below: respect, the 4 small
ones; and nbove these the augmented
ones: cJf, a. s. f.; lowest down the dimini-

shed ones: cp, a. s. f.

When Helmhultz writes
81
): "Hence while

b and db are given with certainty, bb and
d are uncertain. Either of them may be

distant from the tonica (keynote) by the

major tone 9
/8 ( 204 cents= 170 m) or

the minor tone IO
/ (= 182 cents= 152 m)",

he is absolutely wrong. It goes without

saying that the normal tones d and bb are

just as "certain" as db and b, and the

comma tones d-|- and b-r- equally so on
their special precincts, only we must bear

in mind the fact that d and its derivations

dtf and db are to be found in Cb, C, Ctf,

Db, D, F, F8, Ab and A major; and d-f- and
derivations from same in Eb, E, Gb, G,

Bb and B major and the corresponding
minor.
The axis f -c g in annexure I contains

the Pythagorean tones, the axis ftf c gb,

the minor Thirds, congruent with the cor-

responding tones in the temperament of 19

degrees (compare art. VIII).

b) An organic sort of relationship be-

tween the intervals showing their "con-
tents" is brought about by considering the

combinational tones (namely differential

and summationnl tones), which o\ve their

existence to the intervals themselves:

While the overtones were discovered by
the French musical theorist Pater Marie
Mercenne (1588 1648), and later on ex-

plained by the French mathematician Jo-

seph Sauveur (16531716),
The differential tones were discovered

in the year 1745 by the German organist

Georg Andreas Sorge (1703 78), as the

difference between the vibration num-
bers of any 2 tones; this same discovery
was made later on, in 1754 independent
of the above by the famous Italian vio-

linist Guiseppe Tartini 1692 1770),
while :

The summational tones as the sum of

the vibration numbers of any 2 tones was
nol discovered till 1854 by the Ger.nan

physiologist H. v. Helmholtz (182194).
We speak about combination tones of

the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th order, a. s. f.,

according to a definite plan of succession s
~)

stated below, where the interval c eb is

being used for illustrative purposes:



ARTICLE IX

severance; it evinces a kind of modulated

drawing towards a kindred species of major
mode", "as part of some next-of-kin (al-

though so far not known) major triad".

The long stnd short of all this is ob-

viously that the "Dualism" of Hauptmann,
v. Oettingen etc. between Major and Minor
is exaggerated; we shall have to accustom
ourselves to look upon the relations be-

tween these two modes as something like

the relations existing between father and
son (or mother and daughter): further we

must accustom ourselves to an entirely
different perception of the parrallel scales

and the modulation between these, of which

subject more will be said in the next ar-

ticle of this treatise.

, c) By calculating out the 12 correspon-
ding combinational tones for "the octave
and the 10 principal intervals" 11 al-

together , we obtain "the spiral of the

consonances", as explained in the label

below:



ARTICLE IX X

3 of the 1st degree are tending towards C major (square)
2 - - 2nd - F (triangle)
3 - - 3rd Ab (pentagon)

3 Dissonances tending towards others,

according to the character of each.

The spiral is easily remembered seeing
that it is exactly spiral-shaped, c. shaped,
in the annexure 1 as below:

r~\

Article X. Mutual Relationship of the

Scales. Organic Modulation

in 3 orders between Par.illel

Scales.

When talking about the mutual relation-

ship of scales we distinguish like in the

case of intervals between mechanic
and organic relationship.

a) A mechanic relationship may be

arranged in different degrees (grades) ac-

cording to the number of triads in common
for two scales;' the degree will depend
upon the number of 8 and b, for which
reason the successional order of the scales

is stated in Fifth series in the ."family-
tree" below:

b) An organic relationship we call the

relation between modes with an equal
number of 8 and b, namely the Parallel

scales, as f. i. the 5 Greek scales men-
tioned in article V of the present treatise,

played solely on Lie white digitals of the

piano. By arranging these 5 scales accord-

ing to the illustration in article V (above
the 5 pentatonic scales) we obtain in tem-

perament the following label of relationship,
which may be continued to both sides al

will (I mean: with as many JJ or b as we
please):

Fourth-circle
with b

Fifth-circle

with #

Sum of b or #



ARTICLE X

The transit from a scale to one of its

4 parallel scales we csill "organic modu-
lation", namely the resolution of a chord
of the Seventh into a triad (with doubled

Third) of equal value consisting (in a

temperament) of the 3 other tones in the

scale of the chord of the Seventh. The 2

illustrations below will serve to -explain
this; a certain amount of importance in

this connection is attached to the tempe-
rament. The following indication is used

below, with V standing for the 5th degree,
"the dominant":

Triad

of "Fourth-Sixth" V 9

of "Sixth" V a

of Tonica (funda-

mental) V,

Chord of the Seventh

V 4 of "Second"

V s of "Third-Fourth'

V s of "Fifth-Sixth"

V 1 of "Seventh".

lllustation I:

The chord of the Seventh: "d f g b"
of the Lydian C major V
or - Ionic G I

resolves in the triad "c e a c"

of the Phrygian d minor V
or - Doric e IV
or - ^Eolian a 1.

The 2 chords contain in the tempera-
ment of 19 degrees 39"t" (1 "t"= f:2.63m):



ARTICLE X

Serial

No.



consequently:

in No. 1



ARTICLE X

The Phrygian minor mode is not only
a double scale i. e. the two tetrachords

are congruent but these tetrachords are

symmetric with the following distances

c db 24 f 120

in m:

low tetr.

high



RESUME.

Preface.

Explanation
of "the result": the 5 fun-

damental Laws of the Acoustics, corre-

sponding to Keppler's 3 astronomical Laws.

Introduction.

Article I. As international terminology
is proposed the English letters "abed
e f g" for the white digitals of the piano,
instead of the German and Scandinavian
h for b, and the Latin "la, si, do (ut),

re, mi, fa, sol", and at the same time

cis for eft, ces for cb, bis for French sift,

bes for sib, as in Holland.

Part I. The Intervals.

Articles II and III. In the Pythago-
rean C major we find 4 false (discordant)
tones of which only three were corrected

during the Renaissance period while d =
lo

/ and d-[-=
9
/8were used at random in

the place of d. The Danish school-master
Hans Mikkelsen Ravn, called Corvinus

(1610 63), is mentioning both these tonic

values as co-ordinate, in his book: "Logis-
tica Harmonica"; later on preference is

given to
9
/s; Rameau in the year 1722 is

seen to have used "d= 10
/" and in 1726

"d = 9
/8
" 37

).

Helmholtz is beginning to vacillate: "bb
and d are uncertain" 88

). It was not till

1882 that it was pointed out by the author
of this present treatise

89
) that the normal

tone 10
/9 belongs to C, D, F and A major,

the comma tone 9
/s to Eb, G and Bb major

a. s. f. I insert (1918) perpendicular
tonal zones in the "Tone-Aggroupment"
of the Japanese Tanaka. in order to de-

monstrate my system.

Article IV. The difference between over-

and under-tones is congruent with the

difference between the Fourth- and Fifth-

circles, i. e. between S and b. Both these

kinds of natural tones produce both major
and minor chords of the Seventh (Law 2).

Part II The Scales.

Article V. By playing through these

triads and chords of the Seventh from
Tonica (keynote) and from the octave to-

wards the centre all sorts of scales are

constructed (Law 3).
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that is c d = 10
/ in C major, my dis-

covery in the year 1882 89
).

Article VII. If C as Tonica (keynote)
is exchanged for any other tone belonging
to C major (or their deviations) we get

the comma-tone

X i
/i= 9

/s 2

X '/
= 45/s 2

g and g= d+ or

b and g= f*+ or

The 5 pentatonic scales are fragments of

5 ancient Greek scales.

Part III. The Musical Practise.

Article VIII. The temperament of 19

degrees I suggest introduced at Music-

Schools, Colleges, Academies etc. for the

demonstration of a more exquisite in-

tonation than the piano of 12 tones is

able to give; to mention an example: there

is difference of only 7 in between the

normal tones dtttf 270 m and eb 203 m, or
between ftf 474 and gbb 467, or between
atffl 855 and bb 848 m.
The axis of the minor Thirds "f#, a, c,

eb, gb", contains the purest tones in the

temperament of 19 degrees.

Article IX. The Bohemian Dr. Otokar

Hostinsky (18471910) admits in 1879
that the minor mode tonality is lending
towards the major mode; "is showing a

kind of a modulated drawing towards a

kindred species of major mode" 40
). Conse-

quently: "Minor" is the child of "Major"
and is hankering back to its parent. This
is Monism -- the very soul of modern
natural science:

c eb = minor
Ab c eb = major.

Article X. When the theorists of the

Renaissance gave up the ecclesiastical modes
of the Church of Rome they were feeling
their way, with faltering steps, when look-

ing for new scales to replace the discarded

ones. At the present time voices have been

raised in favour of constructing new scales,

to increase the number of scales. My sug-

gestion in this present treatise is, by all

means to discard the harmonic minor mode
as basis to the Theory of Harmony. I sug-

gest its being replaced by f. i. the Phrygian
minor mode the central mode which
is lying mid-way between the border-
scales: Lydian major and Doric minor
mode.

Complementary diagram
to the axiom of Rameau of 1722
about the inverlion of chords.

l.s



NOTES.

Column Preface : Column

Article I. 23

11 1) Helmholtz: "Tonempfindungen" 1863;

Tyndall: "Sound" 1867; Ellis: "Sensations
of tone" 1875; Stuinpf: "Tonpsychologie"
1883; the Dane, Prof. Alfred Lehmann
(18581921): "Grundzuge der Psycho-
physiologic", Leipzig, 1912.

14 2) Compare Grove: "Dictionary of Music and
Musicians", Volume 1.,* page 20 ... "for the
sake of uniformity".

Part I:

Article II.

15 3) Compare A. Hammerich: "Mediaeval Musical
Relics of Denmark", Copenhagen 1912; and
G. Skjerne: "Plutarc'sOialogue about Music",

Copenhagen 1909.

16-17 4) P. Heegaard: "Popular Astronomy", Copen-
hagen 1911, page 27.

19 5) A. Hammerich: "Studies in Icelandic Music",

Copenhagen 1900; and:

Hjalmar Thtiren (1874-1912): "On The
Eskimo Music", in informations about

Greenland, XL, Copenhagen 1911, page 17.

when mentioning the predilection of the

Swiss peasants for false Thirds, Fourths
and Sevenths.

Article III.

19 6) Compare Jonquiere's "Grundriss der musi-
kalischen Akustik" Leipzig 1898, pages 93

100 and 154.

22 7) Hermann L.F. Helmholtz: "Tonempfindun-
gen", Augsburg, edition 1913, pages 532 36 30
or:

Ellis: "Sensations of Tone". 1912, pages
329331 ; 31

Hugo Riemann's "Musiklexikon", Leipzig,
ed. 1916, page 889;
Riemann: "Akustik", page 13; and

Jonquiere: "Akustik", page 36, note. -

C. E. Naumann (18321910) has contri- 31

buted towards the building up of the

Hauptmann-system.

8) Jonquiere's "Akustik'', pages 38 and 155.

The sqares must be shorter, than the are

long by about VT for constructing regular

hexagons, as in art. IX, as the shortest line

from the centre of a circle to the hexagon
side is about VT shorter than this (= Radius).

SL.

Dr. Mohring has in 1855 suggested d = '*/;
but he evidently did not carry through his

suggestion.

Article IV.

9) Riemann's "Musiklexikon", ed. 1916, page
492.

10) Panum and Behrend: "Illus. History of

Music", Copenhagen 1905, vol. I, pages
449-51;
Helmholtz: "Tonemp.", 1913, page 380.

11) Margaret Watts- Hughes; "The Eidophone
voice figures", London 1904.

93 94



NOTES

Column Part II.

Article V.

33 12) Compare f.i. A. Paulsen (1833 1907): "Na-
tural Forces", Copenhagen, vol. I, 1874,

page 348; also edition 1891, page 381.

36 13) Used, nevertheless, by Beethoven and Cho-

pin, see I'anuin and Behrend: "History of

Music", 1905, I, page 13.

36 14) Rimski-Korssiikow: "Praktisches Lehrbuch
der Harmonic", by Withol, Steinberg &
Hans Schmidt, Leipzig, 1913, pages 6 and
56, and
Arnold Schonberg: "Harmoniclchrc", Leip-
zig, Vienna, 1913, pages 34, 115 and 125.

36 15) A. Hammerich: "lllus. catalogue of the Mu-
seum for Musical History", Copenhagen
1909 I', page 47, and
Erik Eggen's essay in the Danish periodi-
cal: "Music", 1919, pages 149-152.

42 16) Helmholtz:
"
ronempfindungen", 1913, page

498 note, or:

Ellis: "Sensations of Tone", 1912, page 308
note.

42 17) Helmholtz: "Tonempfindungen", 1913, page
441: or;

. - Ellis: "Sensations cf Tone", 1912, page 269.

43 18)

46 19)

50 20)

56 21)

61 22)

62 23)

64 24)

64 25)

64 26)

Ml

Article VI.

Compare Ferd. Barmwater (18571918):
''Textbook in Optic", Copenhagen 1916,
page 76.

The Danish periodical: "Magazine for Phy-
sics and Chemistry", 1887, page 100.

Article VII.

Read f. i. Jonqutere's vain attemps of ex-

plaining away the Phenomenon, in "Aku-
stik", 1898, pages 132137.

Helmholtz : "Tonempfindnngen", 1913, pages
428-31, or:

Ellis: "Sensations of Tone", pages 25861,
further

Hjalmar Thuren: "Old Folksongs of the
Faroe Islands": Copenhagen 1908, pages
193-203.

Hammerich: "Catalogue" 1919, No. 545.

Jonquiere: "Akustik", pages 146154.

Compare The Perception of Tones by the
Arabs.

The Preparing of Negatives with various
Chemicals.

Helmholtz: "Sensation of Sound" versus
Ewald; "Sonorous Figures".

Column Part HI.

Article VIII.

65 27) The Temperament of 36 degrees, used by
the Organist G. D. Berlin, was an Equal
Temperament, see "The Publications ol the

Trondhiem Society", HI, Copenhagen 1765,

pages 542 and 562

66 28) Elsasz's "Universal Clavicymbal" with 19

tones to the octave has been seen before

the year 1600 at Carl Luyton's, Organist
To The Court, I'raguc, by M. l'ra?torius;

compare Pnetorius: "Syntagma Musicum",
IV, 1619, pages 6364.

A Harmonium with 19 tones to the

octave, constructed about the j'ear 1845 by
P. S. Miiiu-k of Rosenskold, Professor at

Lund, Sweden, is to be seen at the Stock-

holm Museum.

F. W. Opelt (1794-1863) has also sug-

gested, in; "Allgem. Theorie der Musik",

1852, the introduction of the Temperament
of 19 degrees (equal temp.), comp. Jon-

quiere "Akustik", page 116.

Further the Norwegian Erik Eggen has

been agitating for the reinstatement of the

19 degr. temperament, in: "Seen and
Heard" (Syn og Sagn), Christiania 1911,

and in: "Music", 1920, page 112; Dr. P. S.

Wedell has done the same in 1914, and
has constructed a Harmonium with 19 and
31 tones to the octave.

66 29) Compare Idelsohn: "Die Maqamen (Scales)

der arabischen Musik", in: "Sammelbande
der internationalen Musikgesellschaft", 1913

-14, pages 163.
66 30) Vicentino's "Clavicymbal" (Archicembalo);

a specimen from 1606, a "Clavicymbalum
omnitonans" of Otto de Transuntini from

Venice, with 31 tones is to be seen at the

Bologne Museum, advised by Augul Ham-
merich; and the French priest, father M.

Mersenne, speaks in 1636 of a piano of 31

tones, constructed by himself, see Riemann:

"Akustik", 1914, pages 4752. Wedell has

also advocated the temp, of 31 degrees in

"Music", 1917, page 61 and 98; 1918. page
165, and 1920, pag. 110 and 137.

A Harmonium wit 53 tones to the oc-

tave is constructed by Bosanquet, London,
1875.

Article IX.

75 31) Helmholtz: "Tonempfindungen", 1913, page
452 or:

Ellis: "Sensations of Tone", page 276.

76 32) Helmholtz: "Tonempfindungen", 1913, pages
353 55, or:

Ellis': "Sensations of Tone", pages 215 17:

also: Jonquiere: "Akustik", page 321.

96



NOTES

Column
76 33) Helmholtz, page 355, or:

Ellis', pages 21517

Column

76

87

34) Jonquiere: "Akustik". pages 144 45 and
316-17.

Article X.

35) The sentence in Jonquiere's "Akustik", page
60, line 2 4, is explained by the word :

"gewohnt" (accustomed) page 68, line 13.
;

88 36) Helmholtz: "
lonempfindungen, 1913, page

498, notes, 586, notes, and 587; or:

Ellis; "Sensations of Tone", 1912, page 308.

(notes), 365 and 365 (notes).

I

Resumes

89 37) In "Heptacordum Danicum", Copenhagen
1646, last part, pages 12 and 14, compare to

89

M. Mersenne: "Harmonicorum Instrumen-

torura, 4 libri, Paris, 1636, page 5, and:
Descartes: "Musicae Compendium", Amster-
dam 1656, page 23; also

Rameau: "Code de Musique Pratique",
Paris 1760. page 218, notes,

38) Helmholtz: "Tonempfindungen", 1913, page
452, or:

Ellis: "Sensations of Tone". 1912, page 276.

49,89 39) Th. Kornerup in the Danish periodical

"Magazine for Physics and Chemistry",
1882. pages 289302.

92 40) Riemann: "Akustik". page 91;

Jonquiere; "Akustik", pages 144 45 and
31617.

The axiom of Rameau of 1722

completed 1922 (sete colm. 86 and 92),
I-', C .iiul A- major triads in 3th, 1st and 2nd position,

(3 isosceles triangles):

cs.

Explanation of complementary differences (law 5):

db 24 -f- b 315 = 339

Sliding of b '/ 315- 21

The Octave 360'

or:

d 40f
-|- bb 288 = 328

Sliding of bb'/- 288= 32*

The Octave 360*
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SOME PROFESSIONAL TERMS.

Aggroupment, column 14. 21, 89, 94.

Anti-major 39, 49.
'

Border scales, primitive modes, Lydian and Doric

(Greek) 9, 35, 38, 92.

Central mode. Phrygian (Greek) 36, 45, 49, 59, 70

8688, 92.

Comma 17,9i millioctaves 18.

Comma-tones (intervals) 8, 10, 25, 27, 50, 55, 65,

fi9, 91.

Complement-tones, Inversion-intervals 10, 14, 25,

4547, 61, 97.

Construction of scales with chords of the Seventh

9. 35, 57, 83, 90.

d = '%> in C, D. F and A scales 24. 46, 55, 68, 89.

Degrees of arc = (difference of) vibrations numbers

in l
s/u second 7, 13, 47, :9. 84-88.

Diazeuxis = disjunctive interval 17, 37.
'

Dominant chords 50, 8485.

Extra-tones 8, 10, 30, 49, 62.

Fifth-proportional intervals 10, 49, 61. 88.

i = 1
/4, augmented "natural" Sixth ajl 30.

Intermediate, average tones 68.

Laws of the Acoustics 7, 35, 42, 49, 89 90.

m = millioctaves 12 13, 67.

Minor is the child of Major 76, 82, 92.

Modes, modi, 35.

Modulation, organic 80, 83.

Monism 7677, 92.,

Natural (double) modes 37, 87.

Normal tones 7, 25, 27.

Over- and Under-tones 9, 27, 75, 86, 90.

Parallel scales 80.

Pendants 20, 33. 35, 39, 42.

Pentatonic scales 37, 56, 71, 86, 91.

Positions of chords 81, 8586.
Primitive intervals 29.

Principal intervals 7, 42.

Restful and restless tones 43, 44.

Sliding of tones 62, 97.

Spaces of tones in the scales 61, 70, 73.

Spiral of consonances 48, 7879.

t = 52,63 millioctaves 14.

Temperament of 19 degrees 65, 91.

Terminology international 14, 89.

Tetrachord 10, 14, 17, 20, 37, 39, 44, 49, 53.

Tonal circle 7, 11, 43, 47.

Tonal perpendicular zones 24, 50, 89.

Tonica, keynote 50, 57, 75.

Tripartition of the tonal circle 7, 49, 85. 90, 97.

ABBREVIATIONS.

a. s. f., and so forth, etc.

f. i., for instance,

i. e., id est, that is to say.

ob., obiit, dead.

a. C., after Christ.

b. C., before -

col., column.

100



Annexure I. Aggroupment of tones
in 3 tonal zones.

The /.one of the left:

Comma-intervals with

2. cgg-r-
100.

7. etf-i-

363.

18.

948.

The middle zone:
Normal intervals.

The zone to the right;
I Comma-intervals with -

16. aft*

855.

8. eft
440. 195.

10. m
533.
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Annexure III. Lydian major and Phrygian minor.
3O scales (21O spaces):
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The Reform of the Calender.

The proposal of Thorvald Korncrup, published in

"Scandinavian Astronomical Review", Copenhagen, October

1918, and in "Popular Astronomy", Northfield, Minnesota,

U.S.A., Novbr. 1920, is the follows:

1. March, June, September and December each 31 d

the other 8 months each 30 days, the 4 quarters of tin

are equal: 4 X 91 364 days.

2. The 365th day is kept sepentted from the date and

the days of the week and placed between December 31 and

January 1.

3. The intercalary day, which necessarily will appear
each 4th year, is likewise kept without daily and weekly
indication and placed between December 32 and January 1.

December will consequently in each 4th year contain 33

1. I.nster Sunday shall always be appointed on April 7,

lake \\\ for granted that ihe normal calendar is so

begun that January 1 is a Sunday, that is celebrated as a

holy day all over the world. "Whitsunday will thus occur

on May 27.

According to Kornerup's proposal the Sundays will

always be coincident with the following dates:

1- 8-15-22-29 Jan., April. July, Oct.

6-13-20-27 Teh.. May, Aug.. Nov.

4-11-18-2;") --March. June, Sept., Dec.

The 1st in each month will thus always be:

A Sunday in Jan., April, July, Oc-t.

Tuesday in Feb., May, Aug., Nov.

A Thursday in March, June, St-pt., ]>>


